Requirements:

- Have at least 12 hours included in the graduation index.
- Have at least 6 hours included in the semester index.
- Attain at least a 3.5 graduation index.
- Have at least a 3.0 current semester

Matthew W Barrett....ROET
Alec Christopher Barson....METC
Nicholas Matthew Bonebrake.....METC
Stephen Michael Bonebrake.....EETC
Daniel Melchisedec Counsellor.....EETC
Luke Edward Denbow.....METC
Jonathan Diaz.....TIET
Matthew Steven Engstrom.....EETC
Travis Wayne Fehr.....EETC
Matthew Patrick Fitz.....METC
Saul Garcia.....EETC
Dominic Joseph Gastaldi.....EETC
Jesse Ham.....METC
Aaron Matthew Hochstetler.....METC
Jarod Phillip Hohl.....ROET
Myeong Hun Jeong.....OLSV
Kyle Christopher Kotesky.....METC
Joseph Christopher Martin.....EETC
Michaela Elise Medich.....OLSV

Brady Thomas Moore.....ROET
Christopher Allen Noecker.....METC
William Jacob Odebrecht.....EETC
Becker MacAllan Reardon.....METC
Ivan Viktor Rumachik.....EETC
Hannah Jean Rupert.....METC
Sean Michael Russell.....METC
Noah Scott Shail.....METC
Timothy Wade Shirley.....ENGT
Andrew Richard Stanley.....METC
Jeffrey Daniel Strycker.....METC
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Garrick Francis Thompson.....METC
Cullen Blaine Ulerick.....METC
Antonio Varacalli.....EETC
Collin Michael Welles.....ROET
Flevin Wilson Young.....ROET
Alexander John Zoborosky.....METC